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One of the wonders of photography is the ability of the camera to capture the
exact details of a scene that actually existed at the instant when the shutter
was fired. And, by placing a rectangular frame around some assemblage of
people and objects, it is sometimes possible to find some meaning, some
statement about the world, that may not have been apparent without freezing
and framing the scene.

Hopefully, these photographs do impart some meaning beyond what have been
immediately apparent in front of the camera. The pictures, although processed
digitally, are true representations of real situations from a variety of locations
around the world. Perhaps, as humanity, there is more than connects us than
what pulls us apart.
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All but the last of these images are from Cambodia. The last, the girl
with the chalkboard, is from a village in northern Thailand, near the
border with Myanmar.

Southeast Asia



Buddhist monks with umbrellas, Phnom Penh



Cutting the grass, Angkor Wat



Boy, gate and posters, Phnom Penh



Essential English, Phnom Penh



Monk, girl and English school, Phnom Penh



Old woman, river community, Phnom Penh



Woman with child, Cambodia



Boy in temple ruins, Angkor, Cambodia



Boy in temple entrance, Angkor, Cambodia



School snack, Phnom Penh



Boys playing, river community, Phnom Penh



Student with slate, Mon village, Thailand



Europe

A few pictures from Italy and France



Shopkeeper, Manziana, Italy



Man on phone, Rome



Mannequins at a price, Rome



Cafe Roussillon, Paris



Waiting for the train, Paris



Worshipper, Blois, France



USA

Some pictures reflecting on aspects of American culture



Trailer, snow machine and satellite dish, Idaho



Club Paris from the rear, Anchorage, Alaska



Ceiling exhibit, Seattle



American icons, Waikiki, Hawaii



Bathing suits, Waikiki, Hawaii



Walking the street, Pa’ia, Hawaii



Happy hour, Kihei, Hawaii



Conversation and dog, Maui, Hawaii


